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Carrier Corp. business case for green competiveness:
CO2 – the natural refrigerant for container refrigeration appliances
Name of the company: Carrier Corporation
Name of the company: Carrier Corporation
Sector of activity:
Heating, ventilation, air-conditioning and refrigeration systems, controls,
Sector of activity: Heating,services
ventilation,
air-conditioning
andfor
refrigeration
systems, controls,
and sustainable
solutions
residential, commercial,
industrial,
services and sustainable solutions
forand
residential,
commercial,
industrial, food service and
food service
transportation
applications.
transportation
applications.
Annual revenue:
$ 11.4 billion
Employees:
Approximately 30,000
Annual
revenue: $ 11.4 billion
Contact and website:
http://www.carrier.com

Description of type of application:
Carrier Transicold, which historically has led the container
refrigeration industry in sustainable developments, is at the
forefront of natural refrigerant technology. Recently Carrier
Transicold announced the world’s first container refrigeration
technology
to
use
carbon
dioxide
(CO2)
rather
than
conventional synthetic hydrofluorocarbon refrigerants, which
have higher global warming potential (GWP). A new container
refrigeration system, known as NaturaLINE™, incorporates
this breakthrough technology. The system, which is still in trial
phases, is being engineered to deliver efficiencies currently
only achieved by Carrier’s best-in-class performer, the
®
PrimeLINE unit.
The natural refrigerant CO2, also known as R-744, is nonozone depleting with a global warming potential (GWP) of only
one, compared to conventional container system refrigerants. CO 2 has a GWP 1300 times lower than
the closest synthetic refrigerant currently used by today’s refrigerated container systems. Its GWP is
also lower than other natural refrigerants, such as propane and ammonia.
Even in the event of a leak, the use of CO2 adds no new environmental risk. In a time of increasing
worldwide concerns about the effect of greenhouse gases on Earth’s biosphere, that’s significant.
NaturaLINE technology advances Carrier’s natural leadership in environmental technologies for the
marine container refrigeration market. It also demonstrates how technological innovation can reduce
the impact on climate change, continuing Carrier's long-standing commitment to providing sustainable
solutions.
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Description of the equipment used:
Although NaturaLINE production units will have a profile that matches
Carrier’s existing family of container units, their design incorporates
numerous innovations, some of which are new to container refrigeration.
For example, the system includes a new gas cooler/condenser coil that
wraps around the fan and has enhanced surfaces to maximize heat
transfer. It also takes advantage of a new marine-duty multi-stage
compressor. Patented, aerospace-inspired evaporator and gas cooler
fans improve efficiency, while new power electronics and an advanced
software control system combine to efficiently optimize fan speeds and
compressor capacity to match cooling loads and temperature control.

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution:
The NaturaLINE unit is being engineered to provide industry-leading energy
efficiency on par with Carrier Transicold’s PrimeLINE™ unit. Introduced in
2008, the PrimeLINE unit significantly reduces on-board power generation
requirements, helping shipping lines save fuel used in electricity generation.
This, in turn, helps hold down operating costs and reduce emissions related
to power generation. The PrimeLINE unit offers a 28 percent reduction in
carbon emissions over the closest competitive unit. NaturaLINE is expected
to equal that performance, but through the use of the natural refrigerant CO 2, will drive greenhouse
gas emissions down even further.

Financial benefits:
As with the PrimeLINE unit, shipping lines that choose NaturaLINE container refrigeration units will be
able to reduce fuel consumption related to power generation, thereby helping to hold the line on
energy costs. Some shipping lines that took advantage of PrimeLINE technology have found that the
lower energy demand allowed them to carry more refrigerated containers on ships without requiring
upgrades to existing power plants.
Additional cost savings are derived from the refrigerant itself. CO 2 is cost effective, relative to synthetic
refrigerants. It is available worldwide and requires no special disposal. It is also currently protected
against phase-outs, taxes, and European F-gas regulations.

Other benefits:
NaturaLINE units will be comparable to Carrier’s existing container refrigeration family from an
operations standpoint. With its MicroLink™ 3 Control, a NaturaLINE unit will be as familiar to operate
as any other Carrier container refrigeration unit. Serviceability of NaturaLINE units will be similar to
that of other Carrier units. All that will be required are some special tools, fittings and gauges, and
Carrier will provide customers with its usual high quality service training.
The NaturaLINE unit’s design maximizes capacity and minimizes power consumption, with robust
construction that delivers high reliability for demanding container applications in the most sustainable
way. That should make it a “natural choice” for many fleets.
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Carrier Corp. business case for green competiveness:
CO2 – the natural refrigerant for MT and LT in discounters, supermarkets and hypermarkets
Name of the company: Carrier Corporation
Name of the company: Carrier Corporation
Sector of activity:
Heating, ventilation, air-conditioning and refrigeration systems, controls,
Sector of activity: Heating,services
ventilation,
air-conditioning
andfor
refrigeration
systems, controls,
and sustainable
solutions
residential, commercial,
industrial,
services and sustainable solutions
for
residential,
commercial,
industrial,
food
service
and
food service and transportation applications.
transportation
applications.
Annual revenue:
$ 11.4 billion
Employees:
Approximately 30,000
Annual
revenue: $ 11.4 billion
Contact and website:
http://www.carrier.com

Description of type of application:
In close cooperation with the largest food retail customers,
Carrier Commercial Refrigeration –– has accrued sound CO2
refrigeration technology experience with the launch of its
innovative CO2OLtec™ refrigeration system, which has more
than 250 trans-critical installations covering all retail store
formats. Carrier’s engineering team has accumulated an
TM
invaluable quantity of critical data positioning CO 2OLtec as the
leading CO2 trans-critical refrigeration system based on energy
efficiency, reliability and sustainability.
In Denmark and Switzerland the refrigerant CO2 has become a
technical standard for medium- and low temperature
refrigeration.
Carrier has the right refrigerant solution for every application, but
not every application will use the same refrigerant.

Description of the equipment used:
CO2OLtec provides both low temperature
and medium temperature refrigeration
solutions for all retail shop formats. The
total impact of a refrigeration system in
terms of greenhouse gas emissions, also
called TEWI (Total Equivalent Warming
Impact), is derived from the indirect
emissions (energy consumption) and the
direct emissions (refrigerant leakages)
over the life cycle of the refrigeration
system.
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Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution:
Low temperature compressors are connected directly to the suction side of the medium temperature
compressors. This system configuration is referred to as a ‘booster
design.’ The booster design, coupled with the advantages of not
requiring oil separators and associated components, increases the
efficiency of the CO2OLtec system by an average of 10 percent versus a
traditional HFC system or a CO2 cascade system in mild to cold climate conditions. These efficiency
gains are proven with measured energy consumption data in several system comparisons done by the
food retail chains and by Carrier.
Attractive energy savings can be obtained with average annual temperatures of up 15°C. This fact is
in line with main results of the EPEE ‘Eco-Efficiency Study of Supermarket Refrigeration’. For
reference, the annual average temperature in: Stockholm, 7°C; Paris, 12°C; London, 11°C; Milan,
13°C; Madrid, 14°C
Compared to a conventional HFC direct expansion refrigeration system, a CO2 installation has no
ozone-depleting impact due to refrigerant leak. A typical refrigerant leakage rate of 10 percent per year
generates nearly half of the equivalent CO2 emissions by a supermarket refrigerating system, if the
refrigerant R404A is used. These direct emissions can be fully eliminated, if the natural and climate
neutral refrigerant CO2 is used. For example, the potential reduction of greenhouse gas emissions for
a hypermarket is equivalent to the CO2 emissions of over 400 cars*.
Cumulated reduction of the CO2 emissions by more than 250 stores equipped with CO2OLtec :
The reduction of CO2 equivalent tons from 138.000 tons down to 70.400 tons result in a cumulated
reduction of the CO2 emissions by 67.600 tons which equals the take out of 21.500 average cars* from
the streets by end of June 2011.
* Average car using 0.12 kg CO2/km; run time 15,000 km per year

Financial benefits:
With CO2OLtec refrigeration systems, store owners select a reliable and environmentally responsible
solution. CO2 has the advantages of being a natural and cost-effective substance that enables store
owners to avoid refrigerant taxes and reduce their impact on the environment. The CO2OLtec user can
save energy and refrigerant costs over the full lifetime of the system.

Other benefits:
Carrier has developed a compact factory-built, standardized, add-on heating system, CO2OLheat™,
which includes heat exchanger, water pump, optimized CO2 and hydraulic
loop controls and full remote monitoring capability. Aligned in an optimum
way to the CO2OLtec refrigeration system, it is designed to utilize 100
percent of the available heat. Smart control algorithms provide the
possibility to eliminate conventional heating sources almost entirely. High
energy efficiency, robust design, reliable operation and very attractive
payback times make the new Carrier CO2OLheat system the optimum
addition to the existing product range.
In comparison to conventional refrigerants, CO2 is the preferred solution
for all aspects for supermarket refrigeration applications in mild to cold
climate conditions: Sustainability; Reliability; and Energy efficiency.
Keeping always in mind that the environment is precious.
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Carrier Corp. business case for green competiveness:
Energy optimization of a tegut… supermarket
Name of the company:
Carrier Corporation
Name
of
the
company:
Carrier
Corporation
Sector of activity:
Carrier
Commercial Refrigeration
Annual
turnover:
€
8,76
billion
($ 11.4 billion)
Sector of activity: Carrier Commercial Refrigeration
Employees:
Approximately 30,000
Annual
turnover:
€ 8,76 billion
($ 11.4 billion)
Contact
and website:
http://www.carrier.com

Description of type of application:
Carrier CO2OLtec

TM

- safety for the future

The state-of-the-art refrigeration concept offers an important
contribution to the protection of the environment with the
deployment of the natural refrigerant CO 2 in medium
temperature and low temperature applications. Features like
speed controlled compressors, electronic expansion valves,
CO2 as refrigerant and heat recovery systems in
combination with an intelligent controls system result in an
outstanding energy efficiency.
Systematic controls integration
When it comes to controls interfaces between the refrigeration system and the building management
system, as for example in heat recovery, the flexible controls system from one single supplier offers
numerous advantages: The networking of all controls devices and sensors can be managed simply
and in a flexible way with CAN-bus technology.
The system is monitored by an on-site computer connected to Carrier’s e*Service remote monitoring
center in order to optimize the energy use.

Description of the equipment used:
At the end of 2008, Carrier equipped the tegut… supermarket in Lorsch/
Germany with a trans-critical CO2 refrigeration system, integrated heat
recovery system and integrated building management system in which lighting,
air conditioning, heating and ventilation systems are centrally monitored and
controlled in addition to the refrigeration system. The controls integration for the
refrigeration technology and building management system offers the additional
advantage of an integrated energy management system.
The compact CO2OLtec™ compressor rack refrigerates 49 m of refrigerated
multidecks, 17 m of service counters, 19 m of vertical freezer cases, 10 m of
freezer islands plus three cold rooms and one freezer room. The refrigeration
capacity for the MT cycle accrues to approx. 70 kW and for LT cycle to approx. 20 kW.
Concepts for more energy efficiency of the cooling equipment
Beyond innovative refrigeration technology and controls, Carrier delivered
a system with improved energy efficiency and environmental impact to
the supermarket. The energy efficiency of the already best-in class
freezer cases and wall-mounted multideck cabinets of the Carrier E-5
series was substantially improved by additional features like: electronic
energy
saving
fans,
periodic frameasheaters,
glassto
lids,
glass doors,
antiBenefit
for the
environment
compared
previous
solutions
condensate glass panels and LED lighting systems.
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Transparency by energy monitoring
The proof of this innovative technology can ultimately be found in the energy consumption of the
practical operations. An energy efficiency comparison with seven different tegut… supermarkets
shows the following characteristic efficiency key indicators:
Medium energy
efficiency figure

kWh/
m/ year

-11%

2.500

Refrigeration technology with some efficiency measures
3 stores with operated refrigerant R404A
-26%
In operation since 2008

2.100

tegut Lorsch, efficiency features as described
1 store operated with refrigerant CO2
In operation since 2008

<1.400

Conventional refrigeration technology
3 stores operated with refrigerant R404A
In operation since 2005/06

-58%

The energy efficiency key indicator corresponds to the proportion of energy required in comparison to
the average standard for all stores operated in 2009. It is determined on the base of the cabinet
display area by VDMA standard form 24247-5 (www.vdma-effizienz-quickcheck.org). The described
technologies help to reduce the direct and indirect carbon emissions of the food retailing industry
significantly, and lead to a sustainable store management system that protects the environment.

Financial benefits:
The refrigeration system tegut… store in Lorsch realizes an energy efficiency that is far better than the
comparable energy efficiency of an average store. The CO 2OLtec™ refrigeration
system with integrated heat recovery system and controls system plus all energy
efficiency features of the refrigerated cabinets save 58% of energy compared to
an average standard store with the same display area of refrigerated cabinets.
The energy bill caused by the refrigeration system is decreasing by the same percentage.

Other benefits:
According to tegut, the positive results of the field operation and the
significant energy savings achieved by this store were the primary
reasons tegut… chose Carrier as its partner for the current supply
agreement. The agreement will affect 50 stores and includes the
TM
delivery of Carrier’s CO2OLtec
refrigeration racks as well as
e*cube refrigerated display cabinets and freezers. Service will be
provided through Carrier’s European e*Service remote monitoring
center. The agreement is expected to yield up to 50 percent energy savings and result in a substantial
reduction in greenhouse gases.
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Daikin’s business case for green competiveness:
Heat pumps in a Net Zero Energy Building
Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

Daikin Europe NV
Heating, ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
€ 1,614.8 Million (FY2009)
4,265
http://www.daikin.eu

Description of type of application:
A net Zero Energy Commercial Building for small to medium enterprises. The concept of the building
and its system is created around heat pump technology. This technology is inevitable connected with
net zero energy buildings. Daikin Europe is conducting in depth research in this actually used office
building.

Description of the equipment used:
Winter Comfort:
Summer Comfort:
Indoor Air Quality:
Lighting:
Generation:
Monitoring:

Daikin Altherma – Air to water heat pump
Daikin VRV – Air to Air heat pump
Daikin VAM – Heat recovery ventilation system
LED technology where economically feasible
Thin film photovoltaic panels
Daikin’s Monitoring system + Online measurement and visualisation
system

Environmental benefits:
Energy consumption & Energy generation
 Heat pumps are contributing as much as photovoltaic to a net Zero Energy Building (figure 1);
 A net zero energy building based on a heat pump technology concept needs less energy
generation to compensate its consumption (see figure). This is also meaning a reduced
investment cost (figure 2)
heating

Calculation in final energy (kWh/a)

generation

cooling
hot water

-2.892

ventilation

-2.142

lighting

-1.403

energy
demand
to be
compensated
21.900
>21.900

-6.379

-28000
Renewable Energy contribution

Renewable Energy contribution

Heatpumps

Photovoltaic

Summer period

Yearly energy balance (heating) - kWh

Winter period
-9.082 .

heat demand

Energy demand/production

0

Figure 1: consumption & production
Figure 2: reaching nZEB

Other benefits:
A European network of research institutes and universities is created by Daikin around this research
project. These project partners are monitoring the real energy balance, doing research in their
specialised field (from indoor air quality to smart grids) and exchanging know-how.
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Daikin’s business case for green competiveness:
Field test with Conveni-pack system versus traditional refrigeration system
Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

Daikin Europe NV
Heating, ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
€ 1,614.8 Million (FY2009)
4,265
http://www.daikin.eu

Description of type of application:

Conveni-pack integrates 4 system in 1:
1. Refrigeration capacity for medium temperature applications (like chilling),
2. Freezing capacity for low temperature application (like freezing),
3. Heating capacity based on 100 % heat recovered from refrigerated cabinets, cold and freezer
rooms and additional heat from heat pump compressors
4. Air conditioning capacity.
This application involves other stakeholders and intermediate agents, like Energy ICT (energy
monitoring system), contractors, installers and more.

Description of the equipment used and of the business case:
Along with its comprehensive and ambitious sustainability strategy, TOTAL BELGIUM ran a
comparative field test of a new solution for their petrol stations: called Conveni-pack (system from
Daikin, the Conveni Pack AC 15). The test period ran from July 2008 to June 2010.
TOTAL has run a field trial in two different petrol stations in Belgium, one site was equipped with
Conveni-Pack from Daikin, the other equivalent site used traditional refrigeration system to refrigerate
cabinets, freezer and cold rooms and traditional heating and air conditioning system for providing
comfort in the shop. A close collaboration of all parties involved insured a successful trial: Energy ICT
(Energy monitoring system), contractors (installers) and Total (Petrol station manager)
The outcome of this trial proves that the Conveni-Pack system from Daikin provides TOTAL with
business competitiveness by helping to save up to:
 60% energy consumption
 56% of CO2 emissions
These positive results have led TOTAL BELGIUM to advice the use of Conveni-Pack system in the
Benelux when the refrigeration load is above 10 kW, since the principles could be broadly applied to
other petrol stations.

Environmental and economic benefits:





Total energy savings during test period: 158.187 kWh
Total money saving during test period: 9.437 €
Total reduction of CO2 Emissions during test period: 37.356 kg CO 2
Economic savings: between 30% and 60% on heating, air conditioning and refrigeration power
consumption in discount /retail/ supermarket when using Conveni-pack system.
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Danfoss’ business case for green competiveness:
Lowering energy consumption in the Supermarket chain Fakta
Name of the company:
Danfoss
Sector of activity:
Danfoss Refrigeration & A/C Controls
Annual turnover:
€ 500 million
Employees:
2500
Contact and website:
Torben Funder-Kristensen
www.danfoss.com/BusinessAreas/RefrigerationAndAirConditioning/Industries/Food+Retail.htm

Description of type of application:
A supermarket refrigeration application consists of one central cooling unit that serves multiple display
cases for freezing and cooling e.g. milk. All units are technically linked in a system that circulates the
refrigerant fluid from the display cases to the central cooler and back again.

Description of equipment used and of the business case:
The central unit can be compared to a water chiller. However, it cools down the CO2 instead of water.
The cooled CO2 is circulated in the supermarket. Danfoss supplies the main components of the
system and has the overall control of regulating the power that ensures the food quality performance.
Many supermarket retailers are making efforts to lower their carbon footprint and to create
environmentally friendly stores. One problem they still face is the leakage caused by emissions of
refrigerant fluids in supermarket refrigeration systems.
Traditionally refrigerants are hydrofluorocarbons, or HFCs. HFCs are known as potent greenhouse
gases, that contribute to global warming if they leak into the environment.
Danfoss has so far been involved in the construction of more than 1000 refrigeration systems that run
exclusively on CO2 and more than 1,000 refrigeration systems that combines CO2 with another
refrigerant. It might sound strange that it is possible to fight global warming using CO2, but the
normally used HFC (R404) has a CO2 equivalent greenhouse impact of close to 4000.
The Danish supermarket chain Fakta has been working with lowering the energy consumption and
emissions in the stores for more than 15 years. By replacing HFC based refrigeration with climatefriendly systems using C02 as refrigerant, notable progress has been recorded. The plan is to out
phase the old HFC based refrigeration with new CO2 systems. Fakta was one of the first
supermarkets changing to CO2, and they are among few supermarkets worldwide with a second
generation system. Fakta has 374 stores (May 2011) where 61 benefit from transcritical systems.

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution:




CO2 emission reduction: Substitution of R404 with CO2 as refrigerant results in a GWP
saving of 3920 CO2 equivalents. Assuming a R404 charge of 60 kg and an annual leakage
rate of 10 % yields a saving of 23, 5 tons of CO2 per year per supermarket. For a total retrofit
of all 374 stores this would equal CO2 emission from 2300 cars. (Assuming a CO2 emission
of 150g/kilometre).
Energy efficiency: The energy efficiency is measured and compared throughout 10 stores
and shows 10 % improvement compared to HFC systems over one year. For a small
supermarket store this yields direct energy savings of 7000 kWh per year. The energy savings
is a result of a total innovative system control approach and can not only be referred to the
choice of refrigerant.
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Financial benefits:
 By introducing controls for CO2 applications Danfoss has obtained a leading position within a



growing market. There has been quite a comprehensive investment in development of these
products and the pay back of these investments is satisfactory.
For the small supermarket the financial benefits selecting this technology is on the energy side
where 10 % savings will equal around 1000 Euro per year. The savings for having cheaper
refrigerant for refill is more modest around 100 Euro per year. For a total chain the savings will
add up with the number of stores a total retrofit of 374 stores would yield savings more than
400 kEuro per year.

Other benefits:


The result of this successful project is beneficial for Danfoss as market leader. We also
recognize the positive feedback from our employees and customers. Green means is an
essential impact factor of today, and it will increase. Danfoss technology helps to provide
outstanding results not only in Denmark but worldwide. CO2 solutions for supermarkets are
now spreading outside the EU. Also developing countries are looking into this solution when
shifting away from HFCs as main refrigerants.
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Danfoss’ business case for green competiveness
The variable speed compressor solution “Ecocooler” Units
Name of the company:
Danfoss
Sector of activity:
Danfoss Refrigeration & A/C Controls
Annual turnover:
€ 500 million
Employees:
2500
Contact and website:
Torben Funder-Kristensen
www.danfoss.com/BusinessAreas/RefrigerationAndAirConditioning/Industries/Food+Retail.htm

Description of type of application:
A packaged air handling unit with integrated cooling is used to condition and circulate air as part of a
complete ventilation, and air-conditioning system. This packaged system comprises of fans, a cooling
section, filters, and dampers. The unit connects to ductwork that distributes the conditioned air
throughout the building.

Description of equipment used and of the business case:
The “EcoCooler” unit is a direct expansion (DX) compact unitary system, where the evaporator cooling
coil is in direct contact with the air stream. The components of this DX unitary system in the cooling
section: evaporator, variable speed compressor with inverter, condenser, fans, expansion device and
system controls, are combined into a compact unit package.
This “EcoCooler” package also uses variable speed fans and a Danfoss variable speed compressor/
inverter solution with speed modulation from 1800rpm to 5400 rpm.
The use of the variable speed compressor solution in this application is the way energy savings have
been generated.
In our case, when Tylö AB (an established global manufacturer of saunas, showers and steam rooms)
2
were investing in new spa centres, typically 2000 m in floor space, they had very demanding
requirements as follows: Precise temperature control; Ventilation; Individual room control;
2
Dehumidification; Low noise; Reduced CO emissions; Energy efficiency with a low environmental
impact.
Traditionally, the control of temperature and humidity in such spa centres in Sweden is made using a
complex liquid cooling system using a water cooled chiller, water pumps connected to a dry cooler and
air handling unit.
With the use of Danfoss variable speed compressor solutions in a new design of packaged air handing
unit with integrated cooling, the above requirements are met and exceeded in comparison to the
traditional systems. This new design (“EcoCooler” units), manufactured by the company IV Produkt
AB, was the obvious solution for Tylö in their decision for new installations.

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution




Energy savings: The Danfoss variable speed compressor solution used provides a COP
(coefficient of performance) improvement of 350% compared to traditional on-off compressor
systems. This provides annual energy savings of between 15 to 35% compared to traditional
liquid cooling systems, and dependent on the load profile and climate.
For a spa centre located in Halmstad Sweden, this equates to a reduction in energy
consumption of 3435 kWh, and for a relatively low annual compressor running time of
3000hours.
A similar installation in Lyon France, where the cooling demands are higher, would provide a
more significant saving, estimated at 6000 kWh.
Reduction of transportation and reduction of installation footprint.
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Financial benefits:



Energy cost saving: using a rate of 0, 1€ per kWh, the energy savings reduce the electricity bill
from 340 to 600 € per year for Halmstad and Lyon installations respectively.
Installation cost saving : due to the simplified installation and reduced complexity of the
packaged unit compared to the traditional liquid cooling systems, the installation costs are
reduced by 15 to 40%. The time for installation is also reduced compared to traditional
systems.

Other benefits:




The Danfoss variable speed compressor solution is more reactive to load demands, and
maintains a stable and precise indoor air temperature, which also reduces operating costs,
and ensures a high comfort level.
In part-load conditions, the variable speed compressor solution is also less noisy compared to
conventional on-off compressor systems.
Since the “EcoCooler” package reduces the installation complexity and is provided from one
supplier instead of several, the service and maintenance responsibilities are also simplified.
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DuPont’s business case for green competiveness:
Environmentally sustainable commercial refrigeration
Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

DuPont
Heating, ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
$31.5 billion
60.000
DuPont Media Center

Description of type of application:
The development of a new, lower global warming potential (GWP) refrigerant for use in commercial
refrigeration systems. DuPont™ Opteon™ XP10 is based on HFO-1234yf, which has recently
received global acceptance for use in mobile air-conditioning. It is characterized by its lower GWP
(close to 600) when compared to R134a, as well as its similarity to R134a in terms of its
thermodynamic properties. Initial test results indicate that it is suitable for use as an alternative
refrigerant for new, medium-temperature commercial refrigeration systems based on R134a
technology, or as a cost-effective replacement for R134a in existing systems.
Opteon™ XP10 can also be used in stand-alone systems for smaller applications where hybrid
systems are not practical, such as in discounter applications. A further key benefit is that by adopting
this new refrigerant technology in combination with systems using other low carbon refrigerants such
as CO2 or hydrocarbons, retailers can make a significant contribution to achieving the EU’s 20-20-20
targets (a 20% cut in emissions of greenhouse gases by 2020, compared with 1990 levels; a 20%
increase in the share of renewables in the energy mix; and a 20% cut in energy consumption).

Description of equipment used and of the business case:
First pilot projects with leading food retailers such as ALDI Süd, Penny (both Germany) and Spar
(Austria) have been very encouraging in terms of operating performance and ease of use. DuPont is
considering an initially limited commercial launch of Opteon™ XP10 in the EU between 2012 and
2013, and will monitor market interest to define the exact timing for its commercial introduction.
An example of a pilot project is SPAR Österreich of Salzburg, Austria, which has been using Opteon™
XP10 for the medium-temperature section of a R134a/CO2 cascade system at a supermarket in
Kundl/Tyrol since July 2010. Apart from a replacement of the filter drier and a reprogramming of the
Frigolink HKS regulator with the corresponding data for Opteon™ XP10, no further change of
components, nor oil, was required. All work was carried out without a hitch. The refrigerant charge
measured before and after the conversion came in at 83 kg. In line with DuPont recommendations, a
minor adjustment to the expansion valve was made to ensure the correct superheat setting. The
refrigeration system has shown no sign of leakages or other problems since recommencing operation.
For a full overview of the pilot project, please see this link.

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution:




Reduction of direct and indirect carbon emissions
Reduction of energy consumption of refrigeration systems
Improved overall carbon impact and system energy efficiency thanks to switch from 404A DX
technology to 134a/CO2 hybrid systems
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Isoenergy and NIBE Business case for green competiveness
The Whitbread’s “Green Hotels”
Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

Isoenergy
Renewable energy designer, installer and consultant
£3,5 million
30
www.isoenergy.co.uk and http://www.nibe.eu/

Type of application:
The project is the second of Whitbread’s “Green Hotels” scheme and builds on the success of the
Tamworth Hotel, this time adding the company’s first low carbon restaurant into the mix.

Description of equipment used:









60kW NIBE Ground Source Heat Pump, powered by 10 boreholes, providing simultaneous
spatial heating, cooling and hot water.
Large scale Air to Air heat pump for ventilation and redistribution of the heat and condensation
from the Hotel’s restaurant and the bathrooms in both buildings. The heat pump also filters out
allergens and provides clean, filtered air to the restaurant and hotel. Finally, the heat pump is
also able to top up the hot water for the hotel’s showers.
The buildings is highly insulated and constructed from sustainably sourced timber frames.
Low flow shower heads.
Automated intelligent light sensors and low energy lighting.
Rainwater harvesting for toilet water.
Sun pipes to increase natural light.

Benefit to the environment:






60% carbon reduction in comparison to a normal hotel
70% reduction in water usage
100% of toilet water harvested from rainwater
Timber frame from sustainable source making it carbon neutral, or having no carbon footprint
Instrumental in helping Whitbread achieve their carbon reduction commitment of 26% by
2020.

Financial benefits:




Whitbread are the only UK hotel chain to be rolling out such large scale carbon reduction
targets.
The “Green Hotel” pilot scheme is now being rolled out across the Premier Inn chain,
Having the “UK’s Greenest Hotel” is a tremendous boost for public image and has provided a
large amount of attention for Premier Inn and Whitbread.

Other benefits:




The heat pump’s simultaneous heating and cooling helps circulate and regulate heat around
the building, reducing the demand on the boreholes and increasing system efficiency and
lifespan in an innovative way.
Communicating how the green hotels are different is an area focussed on with in hotel
displays and leaflets. This raises awareness of Whitbread’s environmental commitment and
educates customers on the viability of innovative, renewable solutions in the leisure sector.
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Honeywell Business case for green competitiveness
Low TEWI refrigerant for retrofit of medium temperature package in supermarket (ASDA
Hunts Cross store)
Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

Honeywell
Speciality Markets
$4.7 billion
8,500
tim.vink@honeywell.com. www.honeywell.com/sm

www.honeywellrefrigerants.com https://www.abettercool.com http://www.1234facts.com/

Description of application:



Supermarket refrigeration systems for food preservation: display cases and machine rooms.
Expected life time is 15 years.
This application involves other stakeholders and intermediate agents, like compressors
manufacturers, contractors, installers, service companies,
consultants, gas distributors, energy agencies…

Description of equipment used and of the business case:
 Honeywell product: Genetron Performax LT.
Along with its comprehensive and ambitious sustainability strategy, UK supermarket chain ASDA ran a
comprehensive field test of a new refrigerant, Honeywell’s Genetron Performax LT.
 Asda has run a field trial in one of their stores in the UK, switching two systems for chilled
products from traditional refrigerants to Performax LT.
 The outcome of this trial proves that Performax LT provides Asda with business
competitiveness by helping save up to:
• 15% on energy bills
• 40% of CO2 emissions
• 10% of operating costs
 These positive results have led Asda to establish a full roll-out program, since the principles
could be broadly applied to other supermarket installations.
 The program includes further evaluation and planningand a full sequence of procedures as
part of the learning curve.

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution (on this particular store,
only two packs, not extrapolated to full store):
 Lower power consumption - 32,330 Average 11%. Up to 15%
 Energy bill savings - 4,526
 Lower indirect emissions (tons COeq) - 1,930 * Life time
 Reduction of direct emissions (ton CO2 eq) - 264 * Life time
 Total reduction emissions (tons CO2eq) - 2,195 * Life time
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Honeywell Business case on ultra-low GWP refrigerant for bottle coolers
Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

Honeywell
Speciality Markets
$4.7 billion
8,500
tim.vink@honeywell.com. www.honeywell.com/sm

www.honeywellrefrigerants.com https://www.abettercool.com http://www.1234facts.com/

Description of application:



Self-contained refrigerated cabinets designed for cool storage of beverages (sodas, beer...)
for specific use in events, bars, exhibitions and leasing.
They can be general purpose or branded from F&B (Food&Beverage) companies.

Description of equipment used and of the business case:


Honeywell product: HFO1234yf refrigerant

Asfri Spain has always followed a strategy of minimum impact to environment. Therefore they focus
on:
 High quality products based on fiber glass. This leads to very robust and long-lasting units,
thus enlarging life time and minimizing disposal impact and costs.
 Energy efficiency, minimizing energy consumption.
In their race for environmentally friendly solutions they have worked on a bottle cooler using
Honeywell's ultra-low GWP refrigerant, HFO1234yf, whilst keeping the same capacity and efficiency.
Homologation of compressors is key. For this reason, Cubigel, a compressors manufacturing
company, was involved in the project and developed a compressor for HFP1234yf for this application.
Asfri has worked together with Cubigel and Honeywell to present a beverage chiller that runs with
Honeywell’s HFO-1234yf. A drop-in alternative to R134a of the current model, HFO-1234yf provides
the same performance and efficiency as R134a with a reduction of direct emissions of 99.7% .

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution:



Tonnes CO2e bank reduction: 1,082,619.20 and yearly direct emissions reduction in tons
CO2 eq through retrofitting existing units in the market
Yearly direct emissions reduction tons CO2eq : 10,826 through application in new units

Other benefits:


Benefits for the company Asfri included:
- Savings in energy fee and corresponding CO2 equivalent footprint.
- Direct emissions reduction tons CO2eq: 570
- Tonnes CO2eq bank reduction: 2,852
- Increased competitive position: Improvement of Asfri's green value proposition: ultra-low
GWP refrigerant reducing the GWP for 99.7%
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Honeywell Business case on low GWP refrigerant for industrial air dryers, replacing
R134a (for AtlasCopo)
Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

Honeywell
Speciality Markets
$4.7 billion
8,500
tim.vink@honeywell.com. www.honeywell.com/sm

www.honeywellrefrigerants.com https://www.abettercool.com http://www.1234facts.com/

Description of application:






Dehumidifiers: they remove water vapour from compressed air. They are extensively used in
industrial (and also commercial) applications, where compressed air is used (e.g. industrial
compressors manufacturers).
Purpose of air dryers is to eliminate water vapour from compressed air to avoid operational
problems.
The process of air compression concentrates atmospheric contaminants, including water
vapour.
Excessive water in compressed air, either in the liquid or vapour phase, can cause a variety of
operational problems for users of compressed air. These include freezing of outdoor air lines;
corrosion of equipment; fouling of processes and products.

Description of equipment used and of the business case:







Honeywell product: HFO1234yf refrigerant
As part of their strategy to continuously search for the best technology Atlas Copco has
launched a program for a Green Range of industrial air dryers,
The best alternative to the currently used 134a has turned out to be Honeywell’s HFO1234yf,
which has proved a good performance, no extra-charge size and a reduction of direct
emissions of 99.7%, keeping Atlas Copco ahead of regulation and prepared to sustain
competitiveness in case of potential carbon taxes applications.
First results have been already presented during the Transforming Technologies Conference
in London (09.03.11) and a technical note is under preparation.
Atlas Copco has also successfully run the flammability and toxicity tests and is finalizing
endurance tests. The plan is to commercially launch their Green Range by the beginning of
2012.

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution:


Total direct emissions reduction: 99.7% of direct emissions from air dryers based on 134a for
green range.
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Total direct emissions reduction yearly tons CO2: 1,761 based on a potential of 10 tons of new
refrigerants use for future green ranges of industrial air dryers, leak rate of 12%

Other benefits:





Nearly drop-in versus baseline R134a
No re-design of system. Same refrigerant charge, good performance, safe solution.
Preparation for compliance for future emissions limits
Future commercial offer of “Green Range” of FD air dryers
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Johnson Control’s business case for green competitiveness
Construction and expansion of Johnson Controls Headquarters campus in Glendale
Wisconsin

Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

Johnson Controls
Building Efficiency, Automotive, Power solutions
$34,305 million
142,000 employees
Nanda Aerts (nanda.aerts@jci.com),
www.johnsoncontrols.com

Description of type of application


Construction and expansion of Headquarters campus in Glendale, Wisconsin 33-acre complex for
28461,7 sqm of new and renovated office space, including: two renovated existing buildings,
construction of three new buildings including office space, meeting rooms, cafeteria, fitness center
and a four-level parking structure, including space for plug-in hybrids.

Description of equipment used and of the business case:











Geothermal heat pumps: the system relies on the constant temperature of the earth to help heat
or cool the buildings.
GPS navigation: helps determining every geothermal well site along with measurements for all the
pipes.
Photovoltaics: generates solar radiation into direct current electricity.
Under floor heating and cooling
Skylights and bigger windows: reduces energy use for indoor lighting
Rainwater collection from roof surfaces, to be used to flush toilets.
Permeable pavers in parking lot: allows rain and snowmelt to filter through.
Building Information Modeling (BIM): software to provide exact design and construction
measurements.
P2000 security management system and Digital Vision Network: provides protection throughout
the facilities and ensures energy efficiency by integrating access control with lighting and HVAC
systems.
JCI Metasys® building management system: coordinates all activities across the facilities and
provides a single point of access to performance indicators.

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution:




Greenhouse gas emissions reduced by 1,1 million pounds/year (some 500 tons), thanks to solar
generation.
2,837 therms/year energy savings thanks to a 123 sqm solar thermal installation.
77% reduction of potable water consumption by collecting rainwater from roof surfaces.

Financial benefits:




Building Information Modeling (BIM) provides technical accuracy and more automation when
fabricating materials: this implies a decrease of the project's financial uncertainty.
Heat pump utilisation reduces winter heating costs by about 29% and chiller operating costs by
23%.
On-site recycling strategies enable to save money and resources: 90% of new construction waste
and 75% of demolition waste was recycled.
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Other benefits:





Condensed timetable, thanks to BIM enabled automation: contractors can do off-site work in
clean, dry factory environments, reducing weather related delays.
Increased customer satisfaction: the BIM 3-D modeling ensures customers get exactly what they
want before construction begins.
Economic development: using locally harvested and manufactured materials for more than 25% of
project materials.
Diverse workforce: trained in sustainable construction helped this project be put together in a costeffective way.
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Johnson Control’s business case for green competitiveness
Energy Savings make the headlines at the South African Broadcasting Corporation
Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

Johnson Controls
Building Efficiency, Automotive, Power solutions
$34,305 million
142,000 employees
Nanda Aerts (nanda.aerts@jci.com),
www.johnsoncontrols.com

Description of type of application:
SABC wanted to reduce energy consumption at its 40 years old Radio and TV centre in Auckland
Park, Johannesburg. The centre consists of three office blocks, one of which is 29-storeys, covering
70 000 sqm. The emphasis throughout the project was on the upgrading and refurbishment of existing
installations, rather than on their replacement.
This through:
- phasing out the old boilers,
- upgrading of the building controls throughout the site,
- intelligent energy efficient new lighting system
- new heating system for the complex: the central boiler was of insufficient quality to the radio
and television centre.

Description of equipment used and of the business case:




Central electrical boiler was phased out: to achieve desired indoor conditions without dedicated
heating for the television centre, the heating system uses the return air, which will increase in
temperature due to equipment heat load, to heat the building.
Controls of all air handling units (AHUs) were upgraded: effective cooling and efficient and
economical performance.
Evaporative cooling method was added to each set of fresh air intakes to the various AHU-plant
rooms: effective pre-cooling during post-summer period when humidity is below 50%.

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution:



Predicted energy savings: 14 million kWhr/annum; actual savings: now closer to 20 million
kWhr/annum, a significant 20% reduction (from 85 to 65 million kWhr/annum).
Total energy saved over three years: 58 million kWhr/annum.

Financial benefits:




Initial investment: €300 000, monthly savings: during last two months of winter 2010, reached
more than €150 000.
Reduction of maintenance costs due to installation of one central boiler.
Energy savings over three years of €2,36 million gross.

Other benefits:



Johnson Controls through its affiliate “Shared Energy Management” was awarded the Eskom eta
Award for 2010 in the commercial category.
Five years Energy Saving Performance Contract (October 2005- September 2010) enabled to cut
energy costs by one fifth.
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Johnson Control’s business case for green competitiveness
Energy Performance Contracting delivers big energy benefits to small German community

Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

Johnson Controls
Building Efficiency, Automotive, Power solutions
$34,305 million
142,000 employees
Nanda Aerts (nanda.aerts@jci.com),
www.johnsoncontrols.com

Description of type of application:





Energy Performance Contract (EPC) covering nine properties including the town hall and the four
local schools. Goal: cut energy costs and reduce CO2 emissions.
Solution:
Removal of outdated building control system
Changes to heating systems: optimisation and retrofit of over-specified gas boilers and combining
combined heating power (CHP) unit in sports hall with heat distribution system.
Challenge: modernisation interventions took place while buildings were in constant use.

Description of equipment used and of the business case:








Installation of a new heating and building control system in the Peter Ustinov School.
New metering systems for electricity and gas in all nine buildings.
Improving and optimising the remaining control and lighting systems across all properties.
Installation of a new integrated building management system including interfaces to existing
systems.
Installation of a new hot water boiler to decentralise potable hot water production, reducing heat
energy consumption.
Improvement of the lighting system by replacing old T8 fluorescent tubes and inefficient gears with
T5 fluorescent tubes and electronic gears.
Optimisation of heating parameters, combining the CHP unit of the sports hall with the heat
system of the Wusting school.

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution:


CO2 emission reduction of 128t/year and significant energy consumption savings

Financial benefits:



Energy costs: 15% cut (from € 213 225 to €181 924)
Annual guaranteed saving: around €31,000 (the municipality will benefit from a 27,5% share of the
guaranteed savings)

Other benefits:




The municipality benefits from new equipment that upgrade the municipal buildings, on top of a
27,5% share of the guaranteed savings
EPC formula enables budget relief thanks to guaranteed share on savings, and reduced
maintenance risks - 12 years of service included in the contract.
EPC can benefit public sector clients with smaller building portfolios, implementing successful winwin solutions.
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LG Electronics business case for green competiveness
Energy efficient heating and cooling for Spanish public administration
Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

LG Electronics, Inc.
Home Entertainment, Mobile Communications, Home
Appliance and Air Conditioning and Energy Solutions
KRW 55.8 trillion (USD 48.2 billion)
93,000
http://www.lgeaircon.com/gcac.common.index.dev

Description of type of application:





The customer, the Jefatura provincial de Sevilla, decided to
replace its old air conditioning system by a more efficient one
and have chosen to implement the LG Multi V Plus III Heat
Pump.
The building has an air handling unit, which is controlled by
LG’s AHU Communication and EEV Kits in order to reduce the
energy consumption.
The management of the total HVAC system is done by means
of a touch display control equipment, called AC Smart, also
intended to manage and reduce the total energy consumption
of the system.

Description of the equipment used and of the business case:




The reference site is the
police Headquarters of
all
Southern
Spain
located
in
Sevilla,
Andalucia, South of
Spain. (Also known as
Jefatura provincial de
Sevilla).
The Jefatura provincial
de
Sevilla
building
renovation has led to
the replacement of an
older system based on
chiller technology with
two pipes.

This building is the biggest police station in the area and covers a surface of 8000 m
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2





Energy consumption

Energy consumption of

of old system

LG Electronics Multi V Plus III system

4 air to water heat pumps system
Energy consumption per unit:
97 kW
10 Air handling units for heating &
cooling & ventilation
Energy consumption of 10 AHUs:
112.5 kW
Energy consumption of water pumps:
40.85 kW
Energy consumption of air extractors fans:
83.54 kW
Total energy consumption of system
625 kW






24 outdoor units
Energy consumption of outdoor units: 257.42
kW
167 indoor units
Energy consumption of indoor units:
25.52 kW
Single commercial air conditioning
Energy consumption:
38.01 kW
Total energy consumption of system
320.95 kW

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution:




With the Multi V III system, the energy consumption of the newly installed equipments is 50% less
than the previous system. In comparison with previous years the energy consumption has fallen
from 625 kW down to 320.95 kW.
These savings match with the government buildings’ policy of reducing overall CO2 emissions and
power consumption.
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Trane’s business case on helping Transitions Optical to improve energy efficiency and
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
Name of the company:
Sector of activity:
Annual turnover:
Employees:
Contact and website:

Ingersoll Rand
Climate Solutions, Residential Solutions, Industrial Technologies and
Security Technologies
$14 billion (2010)
approx. 59,000 (31. December 2010)
www.trane.com and www.ingersollrand.com

Description of type of application:



Process cooling in the Transitions Optical lens manufacturing plant in Tuam, Ireland.
The plant operates 24 hours/day for 365 days/year.

Manufacturing facility, Tuam, Ireland

Description of equipment used and of the business case:





Trane building and process energy analysis, consultation and recommendations to help
Transitions Optical achieve desired energy efficiency improvements and cooling plant
reliability
Three high efficiency air-cooled chillers and multiple fan coil units with integrated controls
Trane’s HVAC plant management system, the Tracer Summit™, optimizes the control and
overall energy efficiency of the cooling plant
Trane Select Service Agreement to ensure that the system receives regular inspection,
preventive maintenance and proper calibration. This assures the best reliability and energy
efficiency of the system and thus the lowest cost of ownership.

Benefit for the environment as compared to the previous solution:




Energy use reduction; 40% per produced lens, from 1,200 to 800 Watt per lens
Energy savings: 720,000 kWh/year, equivalent to shutting down the entire plant for three days
per month.
Energy cost savings: €144,000/year

Other benefits:




At Transitions Optical, sustainability is a business strategy. Within the manufacturing facilities,
Transitions Optical successfully deployed environmental management and measurement systems,
including those required for ISO 14001 certification. The HVAC retrofit is a good example hereof.
The state-of-the-art building management system monitors, controls and optimizes all HVAC
system components and the critical variables like e.g. air flow, humidity and temperature.
The Trane HVAC plant management software secures stable and reliable production of chilled
water and well-conditioned air required for the manufacturing operations.
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EPEE members:

EPEE associate members:

Contact EPEE:
EPEE Secretariat
c/o Grayling
Avenue des Arts 46
B-1000 Brussels
Tel. +32 2 732 7040
Fax +32 2 732 7176
secretariat@epeeglobal.org

Visit us at: www.epeeglobal.org
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